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4 (i Sandia National Laboratories
Operated for the U.S. Departwent of Energy by

Sandia Corporation

P.O. Box 5800
Albuquerque. NM B7185-0718

Phone: (505) 845-0299
Fax: (505) 844-0244
Internet. lasmithCsandia gov

May 3, 2002

Mr. Mahandra Shah
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
Spent Fuel Project Office
Mail Stop D13
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Mr. Shah:

The following letter report discusses the Sandia National Laboratories (SNIL) approach to Task L.la of
the project "Vulnerability Assessments for Transportation and Storage of Radioactive Materials," JCN
J5412. The task involves the mechanical analysis of a large jetliner crash into an independent spent fuel
storage installation.

If you have any questions or comments please let me know. To keep the tight schedule on this project
we will require quick turn around on the approval of models and the approach.

Thanks,

Jeffrey A. Smith

Enclosure
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Introduction:

Due to the tight schedule and the complexity of the problem, SNL is using a dual approach to examine
the problem. The analysis codes ZAPOTEC and PRONTO will be used in a parallel approach.
ZAPOTEC uses a domain decomposition approach for simulation of continuum dynamics problems in
which some portions of the calculation are treated with a Lagrangian scheme and other portions are
treated in an Eulerian mode. Zapotec incorporates algorithms that perform a timestep-by-timestep
coupling of these Lagrangian and Eulerian regions. One distinguishing feature of the ZAPOTEC
methodology is that it enables a straightforward treatment of impact calculations where crushing of
material in Lagrangian mesh elements produces mass that is best tracked using an Eulerian
computational scheme. Specifically, simulation control of the distorted material is transferred from the
Lagrangian mode to the Eulerian mode on an element-by-element basis and at the appropriate timestep
in the calculation. PRONTO, is a SNL developed transient-dynamic finite element code (similar in
scope to DYNA-3D) that can analyze large deformations of highly nonlinear materials subjected to high
strain rates. The ZAPOTEC code will be used to examine the whole aircraft into a field of cask and the
PRONTO code will be used to perform detailed analyses of aircraft components into a cask. Currently,
a contract with Boeing is being placed so that they can provide some consulting on the modeling details
of the aircraft.

Analysis Approach:

The following sections discuss in more detail the contract with Boeing and their role, the determination
of the threat parameters, the ZAPOTEC analyses, and the PRONTO analyses.

Boeinp Contract:

A contract is being placed with Boeing for two weeks of consulting. The current plans are
for the SNL modelers to begin a dialogue with Boeing. Therefore, SNL can examine its models
internally. Once SNL has finalized its models a meeting will be set up with Boeing'and the NRC
for a review of the models. SNL is currently waiting for a response from Boeing on the contract.
Internally, the modelers at SNL have begun a dialogue on our approach with the review and how
Boeing can help improve our models.

Establishment of Threat Parameters:

Due to the time limitation on this task only one scenario will be examined. If time
permits and the calculations go smoothly, there may be time to explore variations in impact
angle, speed, and location of impact on the cask. After consulting with other SNL staff that have
been working on the vulnerability of nuclear power plants for the NRC, and examining the
setting of the independent spent f el storage installation, it was determined that the one threat
scenario that will be examined is ai
The typical glideslope for aircraft landing is( ,This angle provides the bsity
an approach and likelihood of striking a cask directly. This approach would also provide the
highest exit velocjty of a cask that was struck by an aircraft. Currently, we have decided on a
aircraft speed oft This speed is consistent with published reports of the
aircraft that impacted the )
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ZAPOTEC Analyses:

The main goal of the ZAPOTEC analysis is to examine the global response of the cask(s)
to the aircraft impact. Results from this analysis will provide a loading function for the PRONTO
analysis and an exit velocity for a cask-on-cask impact. Provided the ZAPOTEC analysis goes
well, it may be possible to examine detailed analysis of cask performance with these analyses.
ZAPOTEC was developed mainly for use with weapons type problems. Therefore, this is a new

application of the code and it is in the developmental stage for these types of problems.
Therefore, there are three approaches which will be examined; 1) the aircraft will be modeled
using a Lagrangian approach, letting the contact algorithm handle the threat/target interaction.
As elements "die" in the Lagrangian mesh, we will allow them to be donated to the Eulerian
mesh so the momentum transfer from threat to target is more accurately modeled; 2) the aircraft"
will be modeled using a purely Eulerian approach. This will allow Zapotec to evaluate the

interaction between the Eulerian threat and Lagrangian target; and 3) a lagrangian model of the

aircraft will be fed into a Eulerian mesh which will then be applied to the lagrangian model of

the cask. This approach could reduce the cost of the calculation by reducing the size of the

Eulerian mesh required.

Although the models of the aircraft are still under development and not yet finalized,
wvork is underway to explore which method listed above will work best. The meshes being used

for this work are shown in Figures 1 to 3. Figure I shows the aircraft, pad, and casks (note the

angle of decent of the aircraft in this figure is( )Figure 2 shows the same
figure with the individual elements turned off so the separate compon'nts modeled in the aircraft
can be viewed more clearly. Finally, Figure 3 is a closer view of the casks. Currently, the cask

models are relatively course. If the calculations run well and time permits, a detailed cask model
will also be analyzed.

Figure 1. Aircraft and cask models for ZAPOTEC analysis.
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Figure 2. Aircraft and cask models for ZAPOTEC analysis: showing center and wing fuel tanks.

Figure 3. Close-up of cask and pad model used in the ZAPOTEC analysis.
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PRONTO Analyses:

The PRONTO finite element code will be used on parallel processed computers at SNL
to solve large detailed analyses of aircraft components into the storage cask and possibly cask-
on-cask analyses. From these analyses the cask performance to the structural loading will be
evaluated. The aircraft components most likely to be modeled will be the landing gear and the
engines. We expect the contract with Boeing to help in the development of these models. These
analyses are expected to run fast enough that some sensitivity to angle of impact, location' of
impact on the cask, and speed might be investigated. However, initially the scenario discussed
above will be examined. Other calculations will be done if time permits.

These models are currently under development. At this time no figures of the meshes are
available.

Specific tasks listed in the SNL proposal for this work:

Task 1: Terrorist Events Initiated by Aircraft Crashes and Their Consequences

Task 1.1: Large Jetliner Crash into an Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation

Task 1. IA: Mechanical Analyses

Structural models of a Holtec HI-STORM storage cask, of a( and of the
components of that jetliner that might damage the HI-STORl cask should the jetliner collide
with the cask will be developed and used to estimate the cask damage that might be caused by
the collision.

Task 1.IAi: Crash of a Large Plane into a Field of Casks

The crash of a(' )nto a field of storage casks will be modeled using the ZAPOTEC
code. Although'the exact size of the field of casks is not yet determined, fields as large as 100 by
100 may be considered. For this analysis, the jetliner will be modeled as a deformable structure
and initially relatively simple cask structural models will be used to determine the global effects
of the aircraft impact into the field of casks. The response of the aircraft and the casks developed
by these analyses will be used to identify the jetliner crash scenarios that will be examined by
Task 1.lAiii below.

Task l.lAii: PRONTO Mlodels of the HI-STORMI cask, an Aircraft Engine, an Aircraft
Landing Gear, and an Aircraft Central Wing Structure

More detailed PRONTO finite element models, that can be used as input to the ZAPOTEC code,
will be constructed for the Holtec HI-STORM spent fuel storage cask and also for those airplane
structures shown by Task 1.lAi to be of concern.. Depending o~n the results of Task 1.lAi,
detailed models may be constructed for at 1jet engine, a( landing gear, and
the central wing structure of au The detailed models constructed by this task will be
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used in Task L.lAiii to determine the detailed response of the rn-STORM cask to(
impacts by the aircraft structures of concern.

Task 1.lAiii: ZAPOTEC and PRONTO Finite Element Cask Collision Calculations

The sabotage scenarios identified as important by Task 1.LAi and detailed cask and aircraft
structure models developed by Task 1.LAii will be used to define the ZAPOTEC and PRONTO
finite element calculations that will be performed by this task to determine the specific damage
that the sabotage scenarios of concern might cause to the HI-STORM storage cask. Additional
ZAPOTEK and PRONTO analyses may be performed, if the results developed by this task or by
Task L.lAi indicate that other scenarios (e.g., a cask colliding with a cask) are of importance.

Task l.lAiv: Detailed ZAPOTEC Model of a Fully Loaded Jetliner Center Fuel Tank
* Ir

A detailed ZAPOTEC model of at icenter fuel tank that is fully loaded with jet fuel
will be constructed.

Task L.lAv: ZAPOTEC Center Fuel Tank Collision Calculations

ZAPOTEC will be used to perform a detailed analysis of the collision of a )center
fuel tank that is fully loaded with jet fuel with a HI-STORM cask.

Concluding Statements:

The time limitations for these tasks will limit the amount of analysis that can be done and the complexity
of the problem makes it difficult to predict the mesh development and computational effort required.
However, we do expect to be able to provide guidance to the NRC. If time permits we will examine
other angles of approach, aircraft speed, and impact locations on the casks. As the effort progresses we
may find that some of the analyses listed above are not needed and others not listed will be required.
SNL will keep the NRC informed of these situations if they should arise. We expect to have completed
all model development and begun computations on both ZAPOTEC and PRONTO by the end of May.
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